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Responses requested from candidates for questions submitted for MCCA All-Candidates Meeting, October 4, 2018        DIANA DILWORTH/COUNCILLOR 
 
Below are some questions for candidates the MCCA board selected to ask ahead of our meeting date. We wish to make the questions and answers available to 
residents in time for our meeting, so ask if you could kindly respond by the end of day Sunday, Sept. 30. 
 
Please note we do not expect lengthy answers. There will be opportunities to elaborate further if residents/stakeholders wish to hear more, and there will be "open 
mic" time at our meeting. 
 
*********************************** 
Also, please note, we are attaching a separate document: 
For reference: additional questions 
Residents have shown a great deal of interest, and we received some excellent questions but could not reasonably incorporate all into our template for candidates. 
These questions are important to people and we are therefore making them available for candidates and residents, and some of them may come up during ours or other 
meetings. 
*********************************** 
Selected questions 
 
Questions for candidates Response here (please type) 
For mayor candidates:  If elected, what is your first priority? 
 

 

Public lands 
Do you support the sale of the former fire hall and public works yard lands? Why/why 
not? 
 

I will respect the outcome of the Community Opinion Question. Yes, 
support a partial sale of the lands with a mixed use approach, including 
selling of a portion for high-rise development, keeping P1 zoning on 
defined parcels for a new public library and public parks and community 
space and lease of a portion to provide for affordable, subsidized housing 
for families and seniors. 

Financial 
Budget and taxes: do we focus more on needs than wants? How do we define the 
difference? How do we prioritize wants? For reference only, the following points are 
listed on the city website as background for the public opinion (referendum) question. 

Determining a budget, and resulting taxes, is a fine balance between 
needs and wants. Residents have made it clear that they do not wish to 
see a decrease in service. I can’t argue that we need the items that have 
been listed, the challenge is identifying the funding sources: borrowing 
money, using reserve funds where available, using developer 
contributions, applying for grants where available or as the community is 
being asked, partial sale and/or lease of the lands. 
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 purchase new park land 
 provide seniors’ housing 
 build a new sports field at Inlet Park 
 replace and expand Port Moody Public Library 
 require developers to provide affordable, below-market rental housing 
 reconstruct and expand Kyle Centre 
 relocate the existing Works Yard from Murray Street to Barnet Highway 
 provide other improvements, depending on community priorities 

 

Apart from selling public land, how can we finance public amenities?  As selling off land 
cannot be a sustainable strategy. 

The City can look at borrowing funds, using reserve funds where available, 
using developer contributions, applying for grants where available. Or can 
choose to implement a special tax levy to accumulate funds for new and 
improved public amenities. 

  
Civic facilities and infrastucture 
Please note: Many Moody Centre residents are interested in specifics on amenities and 
services in Moody Centre, e.g., Kyle Centre, possible amenity relocation (see "For 
reference: additional questions"). 

 

What civic facilities are most in need of attention, not counting facilities currently under 
repair? This could be buildings/spaces, parks, or other. 

Kyle Centre is, in my mind, the facility most in need of attention. 
Discussion is now on “what does a new Kyle Centre facility look like?”  
This site could be enhanced using all the city-owned lands in and adjacent 
to the Kyle Centre side, with improvements to park infrastructure, inclusion 
of much more public community programming space. There is a crunch for 
space at the Rec Centre and a larger facility in Moody Centre could 
alleviate some of that crunch. 

What infrastructure changes/improvements would you consider important or necessary 
in view of the current and expected population increases. 

Transportation infrastructure for pedestrians, cyclists for better access 
between our neighborhoods.  New and improved park space in all 
neighborhoods. 

How do we plan for community space for all ages including youth? Are there existing 
facilities that could be better incorporated?  For example, schools? Could we enhance 
the partnership between the City and SD43 with for example daycare spaces or 
partnerships in building and operating sports fields? 

Working in partnership with SD43 can be challenging, but a model does 
exist at Heritage Mountain Secondary with a partnership that allows for 
shared usage of the theatre and outdoor recreation space. I believe that 
the SD should be encouraged to provide daycare in its facilities, 
particularly in new schools that are being built. 

  
Process  
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Do you support more inclusive meeting minutes with more context? For example, in the 
past the official minutes included mention of people who submitted written comment, 
but they don't anymore, only mentioning people who spoke at the meeting(s). The 
minutes were also a bit more detailed. Would you support more context, and a list of 
written submissions with a hyperlink for anyone wishing to view the full written 
comments? 

The City is currently looking at a revamped website, where current 
agendas, minutes and videos of council meetings are stored. There is an 
opportunity to look at this option of including reference to written 
submissions. 

  
Housing and affordability  
How do we encourage diverse housing types, including rentals, single-family, multi-
family, and affordable units? 

The City has a number of tools in its toolbox to support diverse housing, 
including ensuring the both the OCP and Zoning Bylaw identify support for 
rentals, secondary suites, laneway housing, and retention of older, existing 
rental stock. These can be enforced through policies that dictate formulas 
for size of units required in developments and exploring incentives that 
encourage developers to build what we need in our community. 

  
Growth and planning  
Do you agree with the recent OCP amendment to increase maximum tower size from 
12 to 26 in the Moody Centre Skytrain area? 

 

  
How can we attract more employers/employment to Port Moody for a more balanced 
city, and to diversify the tax base? 

The building of the office tower at Suter Brook was a great start that 
supports 500 jobs and includes a collaborative work space for small 
business owners and entrepreneurs. The Panatch Group application also 
identified community space that could be another hub for business 
persons. Moving forward, the Moody Centre TOD should prioritize the 
inclusion of office space that will attract businesses. The Flavelle site 
proposal included a vision for a hotel, large office tower and new light 
industrial space. These are starts in the right direction. 

 


